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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Caring is the concept of a basic approach in nursing. It is an action that affects the level of satisfaction in hospitalized patients. Caring practice is very important for patient satisfaction. If it is in accordance with patient expectations, it will be considered as satisfying nursing services. However, in reality, there are still many nurses who have not shown caring practice toward patients and there may be some nurses who do not have time to listen to patients, provide comfort, or other caring actions. Nurses are considered to be noble professions as they are the people who take care and help the patients. The noble profession can be seen through the practice of the nurse such as caring actions which can improve patient satisfaction, especially Islamic caring, which is to include Islamic values in the hospital regardless of the patient’s status.

AIM: This study aims to explore the experiences of nurses in implementing Islamic caring practices at the Islamic Hospital in Yogyakarta.

METHODS: This study used a qualitative method with a phenomenological approach. The data collection conducted in this study was an in-depth interview method. The number of participants in this study was six nurses who worked at PKU Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta Hospital and Nur Hidayah Hospital, Yogyakarta.

RESULTS: The results of this study showed four main themes regarding the experience of nurses in implementing Islamic caring practices at the Islamic Hospital in Yogyakarta.

CONCLUSION: The four main themes are nurse’s spiritual experiences, sharia-based services, attitudes toward Islamic caring practices, and the support and the barrier in carrying out Islamic caring practices.

Introduction

Nurses play an important role as they are the people who provide nursing care services as the key to the patient’s healing process. Nurses, as the people who are always ready for 24 h to provide services to the patient, have a responsibility for the patients’ healing process [1]. A nurse has to serve patients with sincerity; thus, it is necessary for them to pay attention to caring practices as a depiction of compassionate nurses [2].

According to the legal constitution of the Republic of Indonesia number 38, 2014, concerning on nursing in chapter 1 article 2, it is stated that nursing practices are based on humanity, scientific value, ethics and professionalism, benefits, justice, protection, health, and patient safety. A caring practice is, therefore, very important for patient satisfaction. It can be said as a satisfying action if the implementation is in line with the patient’s expectations. Darmawan’s research [3] shows that there is a relationship between a caring practice and patient satisfaction. Based on his study interviews conducted, the results showed that 8 out of 10 respondents were not satisfied with nursing services.

Four of them stated that nurses were unfriendly, and the information from the nurses was unclear and slowly distributed. Meanwhile, two other respondents expressed that the nurse spoke in an inappropriate manner and impatiently dealt with the patient’s complaints. Besides that, other two respondents said that in performing nursing practices, the nurses only remained silent and immediately left after the practice was completed and that the patient felt confused due to lack of information about their health. Based on the results, it can be concluded that nurse’s inadequate caring practices may cause patient dissatisfaction with hospital services and affect patient’s knowledge about their health.

According to the Islamic context, caring is the natural depiction of someone who loves Allah and the Prophet. Caring in Islam means being responsible, sensitive, motivated, and committed to act to achieve perfection. Islam reveals that there are three levels of caring, namely, intention, thinking, and action. Intention and thinking mean to understand what, when, and who takes care, and why. Meanwhile, action depicts how and what is the relationship between knowledge, skills, and resources embedded in the process and the result of caring [4].
Furthermore, nurses are considered to be a noble profession because they are the people who take care and help the patients. One of the actions is the caring practice of a nurse that can increase patient satisfaction, especially Islamic caring which includes incorporating Islamic values in the hospital regardless of the patient's status [1]. According to the research by Abdurrouf et al. [1], patient satisfaction in the Islamic surgical hospital of Sultan Agung in Semarang is influenced by Islamic caring. The Islamic caring referred to in the study consists of six aspects, namely, professionality, friendliness, trustfulness, sincerity, istiqomah, and patience. The six aspects have a big influence on the patient's comfort and satisfaction which consists of assurance, trust, responsibility, and empathy [1].

According to the preliminary study conducted on three nurses at PKU Muhammadiyah Gamping Hospital, it was found that the three nurses did not know the definition of Islamic caring. Furthermore, when they were asked about the experience of sharia practices in the hospital, they only knew that the practice includes reciting prayers when patients felt pain, and the same-gender nursing services except in a state of emergency. Therefore, it is needed to know whether nurses in Islamic hospitals understand Islamic caring and how their experiences are in carrying out Islamic caring practices in hospitals.

Methods

This research used a qualitative method with a phenomenological approach. The inclusion criteria of the participants in this study were as follows: (1) Muslim nurses, (2) nurses who work in Islamic hospital wards and have a long work experience for at least 5 years, and (3) nurses who have studied at Islamic institutions. The number of participants in this study was six nurses who worked at PKU Muhammadiyah Hospital and Nur Hidayah Hospital in Yogyakarta.

Data collection carried out in this study using in-depth interviews by researchers using a predefined interview guide. The interview stage is carried out for approximately 30–45 min in one meeting or depending on the participants' time availability. Researchers used interview guides, stationery, and voice recording devices. The interview that was conducted was to use the semi-structured interview method because in this type of method, the researcher was given the freedom to ask questions and was free to arrange the interview settings. This method uses open-ended questions, which means that the answers given by participants are not limited as long as the answers do not leave the theme and flow of the conversation [5]. Interviews were conducted directly with nurses who were willing to become research participants. Interviews were conducted once for each participant and carried out when the nurse had free time or when the nurse finished shifts. The interview was conducted in a place that had been agreed between the researcher and the participants in a conducive location. Some of the places where the interviews were conducted were in the nursing room, in front of the ward, and the hospital hall. During the interview, the researcher recorded the interview using a recorder.

The data validity of this study using triangulation techniques and member checks. This triangulation aims to check the credibility of the data. Triangulation carried out by researchers in this study was carried out using source triangulation, namely, through researchers using various data sources during the study. Sources of data come from the results of participant interviews and the document on standard operating procedures for Islamic actions by nurses. The member check in this study aims to double check whether the data obtained by the researcher from the participants are following what the participants intended. Member checks can be done by way of researchers meeting directly with participants or by communicating through communication tools or through chat.

According to Creswell, data analysis using a phenomenological approach is to use a systematic coding process. The process begins with listening to the participant's experience verbally then recording it, then continues with the verbatim transcript process, namely, typing from the recorded results during the interview [6]. Researchers analyzed specific questions then differentiated them into categories that would form a theme using open code.

This research has been approved by the Ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta (No. 556/EP-FKIK-UMY/XI/2018).  

Results

There were six participants in this study; three nurses worked in PKU Muhammadiyah Hospital in Yogyakarta while the other three worked in Nur Hidayah Hospital. The characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Length of work period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>35 years old</td>
<td>9 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>35 years old</td>
<td>12 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>42 years old</td>
<td>20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>46 years old</td>
<td>23 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 5</td>
<td>40 years old</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 6</td>
<td>40 years old</td>
<td>15 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of this study showed that nurse's experiences in implementing Islamic caring practice in
Islamic hospitals consist of nurses’ spiritual experiences, sharia-based services, attitudes toward Islamic caring practice, and supports and barriers in implementing Islamic caring practices. The nurse’s spiritual experience includes the application of nurse’s Islamic caring, the application of nurse Islamic sharia, and nurses’ caring knowledge. It is in line with the participant’s statement as follows: “Well, when we become a nurse, willy nilly, we have to provide caring services, especially to the patients, their families or visitors, we also have to show it…” (participant 6).

... The point is that we have to fulfill the needs of patients... such as the ADL needs, the hygiene needs, yes everything that is needed by the patient, yes, the nurses have to be caring, so we have to know how to position ourselves in front of the patient (participant 1).

The second experience of nurses in carrying out Islamic caring is sharia-based services which include how nurses communicate, how nurses help patients in religious practices, how nurses guide in the moment of sakaratul maut (dying in Islam term), and how nurses avoid ikhtilat (intermingling between men and women, in non-emergency condition), how nurses keep the patients’ genitalia, how nurses provide education, how nurses fulfill the needs of patients, how nurses treat non-Muslim patients, and how nurses act collaboratively. It is revealed by the participants’ statements as follows, “... or when the patients undergo sakaratul maut, we can guide them and invite the families to pray” (participant 3).

... When the prayer call comes, we remind the patients to pray... for example, if we forget to remind them to pray upon the prayer call, we can remind them when the moment we give them their daily medicine... we can ask them whether they have prayed and we can assist them. (participant 2).

... if there need actions when we have to open a patients’ private organ, we have a blanket called “selimut anti malu.” It is a blanket with two or three zippers so we can only open the part that we want to check (participant 1).

Furthermore, the other nurse’s experience is addressing Islamic caring practices including nurses’ and patients’ attitudes toward the implementation of Islamic caring. This is expressed by the participant’s statement as follows: “Well, obviously, as a nurse we have to have a caring attitude... do not be ignorant... we have to be friendly with the patients” (Participant 6), “There are introvert patients as well, some do not want us to know about themselves and sometimes they give incorrect information” (participant 4).

The next experience is depicted by the supports and the obstacles in the implementation of Islamic caring including hospital policies, nurses’ encouragement to practice Islamic caring, and the importance of Islamic caring. This is revealed by the participant’s statement as follows:

There is a standard operational procedure made here, hmm... for example, when we set up a catheter, we have to teach them how to do it. The other is that when we are going to check the patient and identify what the medicine is, we have to firstly give greetings... before they take the medicine, we encourage the patients to recite bismillah so there has already been a guideline for all nursing actions. When the action is finished, we say alhamdulillah (thank God). All of them have guidelines and it has been approved by the director (participant 2).

The obstacles in the implementation of Islamic caring include the ones coming from patients and from nurses. This is stated by the participants’ statements as follows: “When there is a disaster, for example, it can affect our Islamic caring practices. It will decrease then we no longer have a will to do it as we lose our sharia foundation within ourselves” (participant 5), “Sometimes, there are patients who may deny their illness, sometimes there are those who do not want to pray even if we have told them to... and there are some who do not want to recite istigfar” (participant 2).

Discussion

Nurse’s spiritual experiences

Nurses’ spiritual experiences include the application of nurses’ Islamic caring, the application of nurse’s Islamic sharia, and nurses’ caring knowledge. The nurse’s performance can be seen from the process of how they practice the Islamic caring [7]. The result of this study showed that nurses have applied Islamic caring actions to patients and they stated that it is an obligation that must be done by them. In practicing Islamic caring, nurses often experience rejection from patients but they keep provide Islamic caring services. It contradicts the research conducted by Sakinah and Jannah [8] which state that the implementation of SOPs for Islamic services for nurses in Banda Aceh Hospital is less optimal due to the lack of motivation of nurses and the absence of SOP evaluations each year. Caring is one of the nursing actions. The implementation of nursing actions is based on SOPs in hospitals, including Islamic nursing practices. SOP can be considered as a good procedure if nurses carry out services based on the SOP [8].

In relation to this, the result of this research showed that the nurses as the participants in this study work in Islamic hospitals and have implemented Islamic caring based on the SOPs. Furthermore, based on the interview conducted, the nurses have the motivation that makes them work sincerely and that Islamic services provided by the nurses have been well implemented.
Besides that, the other nurse's spiritual experience found in this study is implementing Islamic sharia such as taking care of the genitalia of the patients, taking nursing actions based on gender, and behaving kindly to the patients. An important aspect of taking care of the patients is to meet the nurse's spiritual needs by considering the spiritual needs of the patients [9]. It is in line with a literature review which states that one of the forms of Islamic caring practice is when the nurses provide services to the patients whose gender is the same as that of the nurses [4]. Moreover, this statement is in line with the standard of Indonesian Islamic Health Council, known as MUKISI, in sharia hospital 2nd edition 1438 edition called the sharia standard of the patient's service stating that the hospital guarantees services based on gender and strives to take care of patient's genitalia. The statement indicates that the nurses have implemented Islamic caring based on sharia hospital standard.

The next nurse's spiritual experience shows that nurses understand the definition of caring as holistic care and paying attention to patient's needs. It is in line with the previous research comparing between caring concepts from an Islamic perspective and Watson and Parse's nursing theory. According to the research, caring is the basic concept of nursing as well as the latest theory developed in the field of nursing. The development of the nursing profession influences the definition of caring that differs between certain communities and cultures and also various professions and philosophies. However, the differences produce the developed and various definitions of the concept of caring itself [10].

**Sharia-based services**

Other than the nurse's spiritual experiences, the sharia-based service is experienced by the nurses in implementing the Islamic caring including the way nurses communicate, help patients carry out worship, guide the patient in undergoing sakaratul maut, avoid ikhtilat elements, take care of patient genitalia, provide education, fulfill patient needs, and actions for non-Muslim patients as well as collaborative actions.

The way nurses communicate indicates their caring services. In this study, the participants communicate by paying attention to eye contact, body style, intonation, and self-introduction before the action. It is in line with the research conducted by Darmawan [3] that a good communication attitude and caring practice in the provision of nursing care can strengthen a good relationship with the patients. In addition, the research conducted by Dedi and Afiyanti [11] who showed that nurses who have empathy for their patients are the indicator of caring and that they are more responsive to their patients. The ethic of a nurse in communicating based on Islamic guidance and showing empathy is one of the caring practices. In this study, the nurses have carried out Islamic communication. Thus, caring with a good communication attitude needs to be considered so that patients and nurses have a good relationship and build mutual trust.

In another line, the nursing services in helping patients worship are such as helping patients to do ablation (wudhu) and prayer and reminding them of the prayer time. This is supported by Atkinson's study showing that all of the nurses, as the participants of his study, prayed for the patients regardless of their religion and helped Muslim patients to pray. This is part of the role of Muslim nurses [10]. Furthermore, according to Robby's research, regarding patients' perceptions toward a nurse's spiritual fulfillment, it is revealed that as a Muslim, they are obliged to carry out worship such as prayer despite being sick [12].

The result of this study indicates that one of the caring services based on Islamic sharia is to guide patients who undergo sakaratul maut. Based on the hadith of Muslim history, according to Abu Sa'id and Abu Hurairah, the Prophet Muhammad SAW said, “Guide those who undergoes sakaratul maut (dying) among you by saying laa ilaaha illallah.”

According to Wicaksono [13], nurses have an important role to identify the feeling of patients who are dying. Nurses have a responsibility in fulfilling the needs of patients, one of which is when the patient is in the phase of sakaratul maut. Therefore, a Muslim should be able to guide by reciting prayers to the patients to alleviate their sakaratul maut [13]. Based on the result of this study, nurses have guided the patients who undergo sakaratul maut by implementing talqin mentoring to the patients. The nurses guide the patients by reciting “la ilaaha illallah” to the patient's ear or using talqin audio if there are limited health workers at the hospital. By doing so, the nurse has fulfilled the responsibility of fulfilling the needs of patients and has carried out the guidance of the Prophet Muhammad.

In another line, the result of this study also indicates that the implementation of nursing care strives to take action based on the same gender. This is in line with the study by Miklancie [14] which states that the Qur’an encourages mutual respect between men and women. Islamic culture does not allow men to touch women. However, if it is needed for clinical reasons, the patient's family members must be present to make the women feel protected. Moreover, the Qur’an also places a high value on humility by encouraging both Muslim men and women to appreciate simplicity, and some Muslim women to keep their entire bodies covered except for their faces, hands, and feet [14].

Nurses take care of the genitalia of patients by creating modifications to supporting tools and always ensure that the patient’s body is well taken care. Nurses also give their greetings before they come into the patients’ room. This is in line with the research [8] which revealed that nurses who take care of the patient’s
genitalia by applying hijab to patients are included in the good category (95.8%). There is a nursing standard operating procedure regarding the modification of supporting equipment such as the use of blanket called selimut anti malu which is the blanket equipped with zippers and is opened only on the part to be examined and also the use of the patient's hijab on the surgery. It indicates that various ways can be done by nurses in taking care of the patient's genitals, and they should always ensure the patients' convenience.

Aside from that, the result of this study also shows that nurses provide education such as how to pray with catheters attached and how to do shalat jamak for patients who will undergo surgery. The nurse also educates the family about the patient's needs because the family is the closest person to the patient. According to the research by Firmansyah et al. [15], nurses caring practices can be seen from one of Watson's caring curative factors, namely, the interpersonal teaching process. It indicates that providing information or education and being responsible for patients are caring actions to improve knowledge and health of the patients [15]. It relates to this study that nurses have implemented Watson's caring practices by educating patients. By doing so, they expected that the patient's knowledge can increase.

The other result of this study also indicates that fulfilling the needs of patients done by nurses includes providing treatment, making the patient feel comfortable such as keeping patient's secrets, paying attention to patient needs, and responding to patient's complaints. It is supported by Watson's nursing theory stating that one of the curative caring factors is including fulfilling the patient's basic needs holistically that cover all aspects involving the soul and spirituality [16].

Moreover, the nurses also guarantee and ensure that the needs of patients, such as food and medicine, are halal. According to Rasool in Barolia [17], Islam strictly adheres to the concepts of “halal” and “haram” that means the foods processed and cooked under Islamic sharia. It is based on the sharia hospital standard of MUKISI (Indonesian Islamic Health Council) 2nd edition 1438H version in the Sharia Standards of Patient Services stating that hospitals guarantee the halal food given to patients. Besides that, it is also explained that the hospital strives to avoid illicit substances in medicines.

Nurses also pay attention to non-Muslim patients by offering clergy. This is supported by the SOP of Nur Hidayah Hospital regarding the visit of spiritual development officers to non-Muslim patients. The procedure is done by offering the patient whether they want spiritual accompaniment based on their religion. If they want to, then the spiritual officer will contact religious leaders who have cooperated with the hospital. This is also supported by the SOP of Muhammadiyah Hospital of Yogyakarta regarding spiritual guidance for non-Muslim patients stating that all patients receive spiritual guidance services based on their respective beliefs. The procedure is the nurse initially gives a form of request for spiritual guidance to patients/families. The non-Muslim clerics who have cooperated with the hospital will later provide spiritual services for non-Muslim patients.

According to the previous research conducted by Rassool [17] regarding caring from an Islamic perspective, God expects Muslims to be compassionate toward others regardless of their religion. It is fully capable of fulfilling the current needs as well as the demands of new condition without eliminating the religious practices and beliefs. Although Islam clearly opposes alcoholism, sexual promiscuity, or lifestyle issues such as homosexual practices, Islam does not prohibit Muslim nurses and other health-care professionals from taking care of Muslim and non-Muslim patients [17]. Thus, the nurses’ Islamic caring practice does not discriminate the religion of the patients and treat them the same as a Muslim patient according to their needs.

On the other hand, the nurses also collaborate with the hospital spiritual officer, families, national charity institution, known as LAZISMU, medical team, as well as students. This is in line with the research conducted by Ramadhan [18] stating that when patients are ill, they are not only physically ill but also psychologically, such as suffering from stress and depression. It will get even worse if the patient has to be hospitalized that will later add to the burden of their mind. Therefore, it is needed for the family to support the healing process and provide peace in mind both physically and psychologically. In addition to support from the family, it is the spiritual guide who will provide guidance because the goal is helping patients who experience psychological, social, and religious disorders in addition to their physical illness. The role of spirituality and health should consider the ways in which spirituality is improved by and delivers a means for connecting or reconnecting toward their health condition [18]. Furthermore, based on the decision of the managing director of PKU Muhammadiyah Hospital Yogyakarta number 3970/ SK.3.2/X/2015 regarding the guidelines for spiritual services, a collaboration between nurses and spiritual officers or Holistic Health Care services aims to conduct an interview and an observation on hospitalized patients at PKU Muhammadiyah Hospital, Yogyakarta.

Furthermore, the collaboration of nurses with LAZISMU aims to help lower class patients financially. This is based on the sharia hospital standard of MUKISI (Indonesian Islamic Health Council) 2nd edition 1438H version in the Sharia Standards of Accounting and Financial Management (SSMAK) stating that the hospital has a financial mechanism for managing lower class patients. Based on the result of the research, the nurses have collaborated with LAZISMU which indicates that the nurses take part in helping patients who have financial difficulty.
**Attitudes toward Islamic caring actions**

The nurse’s next experience is addressing Islamic caring practices including nurses’ and patients’ attitudes in the implementation of Islamic caring. The nurses’ attitude in implementing Islamic caring includes being friendly in dealing with patients, wholeheartedly caring for patients, and reducing emotions and complainants. This is in line with the previous research [11] stating that nurses who are friendly to patients will strengthen the relationship between nurses and patients and that patients can express their feelings to the nurse. Therefore, friendliness can foster a relationship of mutual trust between the nurses and the patients.

In terms of the attitudes, the result of this study also shows the openness of the patients’ attitudes toward the implementation of Islamic caring practice. However, some patients show introversion and do not want to be treated with Islamic caring practice. This is related to the result of the research by Ilkafah and Harniyah [19] revealing that patients’ perceptions toward nurses’ caring practices can be influenced by the relationship between nurses and patients and also the patient’s family. Nurses who can foster a good relationship with patients and their families will obtain the trust from either the patients or the families and that the patients have a positive attitude toward the nurses. Therefore, patient attitudes can differ depending on the attitude of nurses in fostering the relationship between nurses and patients.

**The support and the barrier in implementing the Islamic caring practices**

In terms of the support in implementing the Islamic caring practice, the result of this study shows that the hospital policies such as hospital programs in prayer time reminder, the SOP of Islamic caring practices, and the nurse’s obligation to attend weekly Islamic studies are the elements that can support the implementation. The hospital also provides *talqin* equipment, information on how to pray and *tayamum*, as well as the availability of prayer equipment. Furthermore, the hospital policy to require nurses to attend weekly Islamic studies is in line with the sharia hospital standard of MUKISI (Indonesia Islamic Health Council) 2nd edition, 1438th version regarding the Human Capital Management Sharia Standard (SSMMI) stating that hospitals carry out the mandatory religious training for staff. The training aims to strengthen the competence of the staff toward patients’ Islamic jurisprudence. Based on Nur Hidayah Hospital’s SOP, the hospital has a *talqin* equipment in the form of a “*sakaratul kit*.” It is an audio file with a special format, for instance, a programmed mp3 file which contains a *talqin* recitation for patients who undergo *sakaratul maut*. *Talqin* audio files can be used when there are limited health workers to practice *talqin* to patients.

The second support is from the nurses themselves where they become the driving force for the implementation of Islamic caring practice. It includes carrying out the commands of Allah and the Prophet, intending a work as worship, and having sincere care for the patients. This is supported by the research by Barolia [20] which states that the principle of Islamic caring action is based on divine revelation and the teaching of the Prophet. *Ikhlas* is a sincere attitude by purifying the intention to provide health services [21]. According to the research by Atkinson [22], the Islamic caring practice can be proved by the form of sincerity in fulfilling the patient’s needs, expressing pleasure for being able to benefit the patients, and keeping the patient’s privacy. Thus, the Islamic caring practice is done by nurses in the form of worship such as sincere caring (*ikhlas*) for patients as it is the command of God and the Prophet.

The third support is the importance of Islamic caring practice. The result of this study reveals that Islamic caring can provide benefits for nurses, patients, as well as hospitals. The benefits for the nurses include merit, inner satisfaction, safety, and *da’wah*. Furthermore, the benefits for patients include the fulfillment of the patient’s needs, faster recovery, the protection of patient privacy, as well as the patient’s safety. Meanwhile, the benefits for hospitals are such as hospitals receive blessings and rewards for staff and increase hospital promotion. It is in line with the previous research revealing that nurses’ attitudes toward the fulfillment of the patient’s needs will improve the image of hospitals and the profession of nurses [11]. Satisfaction is one’s feeling of pleasure on obtaining good services beyond their expectations. Patients who are given Islamic caring practices will be satisfied because they receive a good service from nurses who are professional, friendly, trustworthy, *istiqomah*, patient, and sincere [1]. It indicates that the higher the nurse’s Islamic caring practice, the higher the patient satisfaction will be.

Despite the benefits, there are also some barriers in the implementation of Islamic caring including the ones coming from both patients and nurses. In terms of it, the result of this study shows that the barriers can possibly come from the nurse, such as the nurse’s laziness. The fact that the country is far from an Islamic element and understanding is also a barrier for nurses in carrying out Islamic caring practices. Nursing services must be improved, because Indonesia is a country where the majority of the population is Muslim. According to Alharbi et al., a compassionate Muslim nurse is an individual who gives without asking for something in return, a person who cares unconditional, and a person who pursues to complete the joy of others [23].

The next barrier to the implementation of Islamic caring action comes from the patient. The result of this study indicates that there are some issues that hinder nurses in the implementation of Islamic caring
action such as the patient's and the family's perspective about health, patient's denial on their illnesses, patient's rejection on Islamic caring practices, patient's refusal on prayers, and patient's consideration that prayers can be left due to their illnesses. It is in line with the previous research stating that one of the difficulties of nurses is the patient's family's denial about the condition of their family member's illness [24].

Conclusion

The result of this study showed that there are four themes of nurses’ experiences in implementing the Islamic caring practice in Islamic hospitals in Yogyakarta. The four themes are the nurse’s spiritual experiences, sharia-based services, attitudes toward Islamic caring actions, and the support and the barrier in the implementation of Islamic caring action. If Islamic values are integrated into nursing services, it is in line with the values of caring in nursing.

The limitation of this study is that this research should have been conducted in three sharia hospitals in Yogyakarta, but due to constraints, one hospital did not yet have an MoU with the researcher, so the study was only conducted in two hospitals.
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